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But Andy Lameijn, a psychiatrist from Leiden in the Netherlands, has uncovered
contemporary cases. One case cropped up in his own hospital, offering him the chance to
probe the meaning of this enigmatic delusion with a living patient. "It was an authentic
case - it was unmistakable that it was a glass delusion."
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The party faces a further, long term problem. Although swathes of senior Lib Dem
politicians – including those who are household names, such as Vince Cable, Simon
Hughes and Charles Kennedy, have had their political careers terminated by the
electorate, the truth is that the Lib Dems would have fared even more catastrophically in
most of their seats if less well known candidates had been bearing the party colours.
Having lost these seats, it is hard to imagine how they can ever be won back.
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A Pakistan military helicopter carrying diplomats to the launch of projects in northern
Pakistan crashed on Friday killing six people, including the ambassadors of Norway and
the Philippines and the wives of the ambassadors of Malaysia and Indonesia, the army
said.
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“We are hopeful that problems and issues have been resolved. Unfortunately it has been
on-going situation for him. He has been a big miss for us. The important thing will be to let
him to recover and let him work on his rehabailitation. He has gone to one of the world’s
leading specialists in America and hopefully he will come back better.”
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BEIJING (AP) — A Chinese province where authorities have forcibly removed hundreds of
rooftop crosses from skylines of cities and towns has proposed a ban on any further
placement of the religious symbol atop sanctuaries at both Protestant and Catholic
churches.
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"Look at what we've done with Rosetta and Philae at Comet 67P. That is amazing science,
but if we could bring samples back to Earth, it would be like adding several zeroes to that
science," the Open University researcher told BBC News.
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The uneasy cease-fire that has been in place in the eastern regions of Donetsk and
Luhansk since mid-February has been marred by regular violations, although the scale of
fighting has largely subsided since its peak.
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The Yankees and A-Rod have a marketing agreement that calls for $6 million each for up
to five achievements, payable within 15 days of designation by the team. But New York
has said the marketing possibilities were ruined after Rodriguez served his performanceenhancing drug penalty for his involvement in the Biogenesis scandal.
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He went on to set out in more detail the ways a Miliband government would differ from the
Coalition, among them the introduction of a freeze on gas and electricity bills, a mansion
tax on properties worth more than 2million and a tax avoidance crackdown.
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